Adult Groups meet Sunday @ 10:45 am
Discovery Group—Room 200

Dust Collectors—Room 204

Renowned teacher and historian Ray Vander Laan guides you
through the land of the Bible. Each lesson illuminates the
historical, geographical, and cultural context of Scripture. Filmed
on location in Israel the DVD series will transform your understanding of God and challenge you to be a follower of Jesus.

Seekers Group—Room 202
The Great Spiritual Migration proposes that the conventional understanding of Christianity is ripe for a
conversion: from system of belief to way of life, from exclusive Supreme Being to the loving, healing,
reconciling Spirit embodied in Jesus, and from an organised institutional religion that supports an unjust
status quo to an organising movement-building religion that helps a better world be born.
Join us as we wrestle with the questions of faith in today’s culture.

Women’s Study Group—Room 205
Gleaners—Room 209
We’re all searching. Sometimes the search is easy: simply type a question
and the answer pops up. But sometimes our questions are complicated,
and the answers are difficult to see and harder to articulate.
How do we discover and examine the truths that give meaning and
purpose to life? Adam Hamilton believes that some powerful answers are
contained in the Apostles’ Creed, an early statement of foundational
Christian beliefs.
In this study Hamilton considers important questions of life, reality, and
truth. He explores not only what Christians believe, but also why they
believe it and why it matters.

Tippy’s Friends/Sam’s Club—Fellowship Hall
Life Cycles by Philip Gulley From infancy to old age. We will talk about the gift each stage has to
offer society, the spiritual and philosophical insights and energies each stage brings to the table. For any community to thrive there must be a mutual regard between the generations. To
harm the innocence of the newborn, to dismiss the idealism of the young or the creativity of the
middle-aged, to ignore the wisdom of the aged is to invite disaster.

During the week … Try one of these Groups
Weekly Bible Study—Thursday @ 6:30 pm Room 200
GENESIS — A beginning. An origin.
Knowing where you came from says much about where you are going. Perhaps that
is why the first book of the Bible is a book of beginnings. God wants us to know from where we
came. Learning that will teach us much about the place we are going.
This study highlights the themes of sin and its consequences as Max Lucado brings us back to the
beginning of the Bible. This study reminds us that Gods promises are ever present even in
difficult times. Each lesson has a Scripture passage and questions to answer.

Retirement can be the most purpose-filled, satisfying, fun phase of your life!
Thousands of men and women are retiring each day, and many look forward to this phase of life with
equal parts excitement and anxiety. Baby boomers have high expectations of retirement: they want to be
redeployed to a life that is meaningful, significant, and full of joy. But this requires thoughtful planning,
and many soon-to-be retirees wonder how they’ll get there, or if they’re even on the right path.
At the Crossroads, by Clayton Smith and Dave Wilson, is a six-week Bible-based study offering practical
help for Christians who are approaching, entering, or already in retirement.

